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Press Release 

 
Macfarlane Labels introduce Reseal-it onto new range at Tesco 

 

Macfarlane Labels, the leading specialist in self adhesive and re-sealable 

labels, continues to see growth as they introduce their innovative packaging 

system, Reseal-it, onto a new snack packs range in Tesco stores throughout 

the UK.  

 

Following the recent launch of Reseal-it, into Tesco stores within the soft fruit 

sector, Macfarlane Labels and FFP Packaging Solutions are launching a re-

closable and tamper-evident replacement pack into Tesco stores for a range 

of savoury picnic and pastry products, including cocktail sausages, cornish 

pasties and sausage rolls.   

 

The companies recognised the need to create more consumer friendly 

packaging within the savoury and pastry sector and have combined the 

Reseal-it label concept with FFP’s Esterpeel film, to provide an alternative 

pack, which offers consumers the ideal product pack to keep in the fridge until 

the last pastry is gone, while maintaining pack integrity.   

 

During a rigorous testing and trial period, Macfarlane Labels and FFP worked 

with packers Kerry Foods, Tulip and Ferndale to ensure the Reseal-it system 

ran efficiently on their production lines.    

 

Clive Jackson, UK Sales Manager at Macfarlane Labels, said:  

 

“We are thrilled to see our Reseal-it concept roll out across other products in 

Tesco stores throughout the UK. By working with FFP, we were able to 

produce a printed re-sealable label, which is consumer friendly and reduces 

packaging waste.”  
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Gary Tee, Business Development Manager at FFP Packaging Solutions, 

added:  

 

“This is a brand new and exciting product for FFP. We knew by combining 

Esterpeel lidding film with Macfarlane Label’s Reseal-it concept, we could 

really add value to the product packs. Customers are now able to re-seal the 

snack pack to maintain optimum freshness and pack integrity.”  

 

ENDS         18th Oct 2011  
 
Further Enquiries: 
 
Mhairi Greer       Tel: 0141 229 0482 
Spreng & Co       Mob: 07738 739507 
 
 
Notes to Editors  
 
 

• Macfarlane Group PLC was established in 1949 by Lord Macfarlane of 
Bearsden KT. 

 
• Macfarlane Group is an international organisation with businesses in 

the UK and Europe.  
 

• Macfarlane Labels Ltd is located in Kilmarnock, Scotland; Dublin, 
Ireland; and Helsingborg, Sweden.  

 
• Macfarlane Labels serves industries including: food, pharmaceutical, 

healthcare, electronics and industrial.  
 

• Macfarlane Labels offers a complete labelling service from design, 
production, delivery and stock management. 

 


